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GMI : a strong commitment to the circular economy 
01/03/2022 

Groupe GMI, a France-based rotomolder, strongly believes 
that tomorrow's economic system must be built upon the 
notion of sustainability by lessening its activities' 
environmental impact. The circular economy has been a 
priority line of work for GMI, especially regarding eco-design, 
reuse, recyclability, investment and sustainable projects. 
(Translated from French) 

Click here to read more :www.groupgmi.com 

New extensions for the Ecoflo biofilter  

The Product Development and Improvement team of Premier 
Tech's French site has carried out development work to 
improve the extensions used in the company's Ecoflo 
biofilters. The result of this research and development is the 
creation of new rotomolded extensions D400 and 1200x800, 
more adapted to the field constraints and 100% made in 
France. (Translated from French) 

Click here to read more :PremierTech  

Porto-Vecchio : la noix de coco s'invite dans les jardins de l'hôtel Casadelmar
10/03/2022 
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La direction de l'hôtel Casadelmar, à Porto-Vecchio a opté 
pour la mise en place d'une station d'assainissement Ecoflo, 
qui utilise une nouvelle technique : la filtration avec des 
fragments de noix de coco. Pour ce faire, elle a réuni deux 
entreprises locales pour sa conception, la Société insulaire de 
rotomoulage qui a son usine au sein de la zone artisanale de 
Figari, et l'entreprise Avec, spécialisée dans l'assainissement, 
pour la réalisation.  

Click here to read more :www.corsematin.com  

Installation of a sewage treatment plant in the gardens of the Casadelmar
hotel  
10/03/2022 

The Casadelmar Hotel in Porto-Vecchio, in Corsica, and its 
prestigious table are often cited as an example of excellence, 
but it is in another area that the establishment also aims at 
excellence: the environment.. The management has opted for 
the installation of an Ecoflo sewage treatment plant, which 
uses a new technique: filtration with coconut fragments. . To 
do this, the project brought together two local companies for 
its design, the Société insulaire de rotomoulage, which has its 
factory in the artisanal zone of Figari, and the company Avec, 
specialized in sanitation, for the realization. (Translated from 
French) 

Click here to read more :www.corsematin.com 

Rotomolding Market News - North America
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Using Rotomolded Panels to Create a Modular, Easy-to-Assemble Structure 

Here's an interesting concept for a modular structure, though 
I'm not sure where it fits within the marketplace of easy-to-
assemble buildings: Camping? Disaster relief? Temporary 
housing? Living quarters for remote workers? In any case, the 
$7,500 Quick Cabin is a 10x10 structure composed largely of 
modular rotomolded panels, each weighing 21 pounds. 

Click here to read more :www.core77.com 


